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The Statesman 
(Now with The Schedule) 

The Times They Are a Changin’ 
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Schedule of the Day 
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AMERICAN DEAD AFTER SUFFERING IN NORTH KOREA: 
COMPANY TAKES RESPONSIBILITY 

 

While I’m sure everyone is 
enjoying their stay at Boys’ State, 
all is not well in the wider world. 
Issues arise at home and abroad, 
and we want to take time to raise 
awareness on a new 
development: the death of Otto 
Warmbier. 

Otto Warmbier was 22 years 
old when he passed away last 
week. In January of 2016, he was 
detained in North Korea because 
he was accused of stealing a 
propaganda poster. After 17 
months, Warmbier was returned 
to his family in a coma so that he 
would not die in captivity. 

The travel company that took 
Otto to North Korea is feeling the 
effects of this tragic death. The 
company, Young Pioneer Tours, 
has been chartering tourists 
through North Korea for years, 
and although other tourists 
traveling with them had been 
detained, the company says that 
they had not had any detainment 

in North Korea end with such 
“tragic finality” (NPR). As a result 
of the recent death, Young 
Pioneer Tours will no longer be 
taking tours through North 
Korea, and have changed the 
description of how safe they 
believe the city is. This was a 
grievous loss, and I am glad that 
Young Pioneer Tours has decided 
to remove themselves from North 
Korea. 

This development has 
sparked debate in the United 
States regarding actions taken 
against North Korea. But despite 
the tensions, let us take a 
moment to remember this 
tragedy and sympathize with the 
loved ones who lost someone 
dear to them. 

- Marc Perez, Las Craigas 

Ryan’s Journey 
Inspiration for Persevering 

Toward a Goal 

 

During the workshops 
today, Ryan Hamilton in 
Health and Fitness had 
something powerful to say 
to everyone. He confessed 
to your fellow delegates 
that he used to weigh over 
300 pounds, and that he 
strived to change for the 
better. Losing over 100 
pounds is no easy feat. Let 
that serve as an inspiration 
to you all. Even the 
toughest challenges in your 
lowest moments can be 
beaten. Don’t let the 
struggle stop you. Carry on. 

- Ryu Yi, Martie 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

^ 

Mini highlights or advertisement 
space (seriously, you guys should 

utilize this) -> 
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ATHLETICS UPDATE 

 

Football 
Osgood beats Martie  
Anderson beats Howard 
Las Craigas beats Jaytown 
  
Soccer 
Osgood beats Las Craigas 
Jaytown ties Howard 
Martie beats Anderson 
  
Volleyball  
Osgood ties Howard 
Anderson beats Las Craigas  
Jaytown beats Martie 

Tables 
1. Osgood - 14 
2. Anderson -11 
3. Jaytown - 10 
4. Martie - 7 
5. Las craigas - 6 
6. Howard - 2 

 

- Christopher Zalazar, 
Osgood 

 

Saved by the Coin 
Today is the second day of Quiz bowl. The 

winners are Jaytown, Las Craigas, and Howard. 

The battle between Howard and Anderson was 

especially notable as a really close battle. It was 

back and forth the whole time. The two teams 

tied at 18 so the councils decided to have a coin 

toss. Howard choose heads and they won. 

 

A Good Morning 
A Poem to Appreciate in 

These Hectic Times 

 

 

 

The sun rises in the 
eastern sky, 

The land comes to life, 

People awaken in the 
hall called Nye, 

All is peaceful, there is 
no strife 

- Jacob Rosenbaum, 
Howard 
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The Rule of Law 

At court cases tonight, Nevada Boy States students are engaged in a case involving plaintiff Patricia 
Portnoy versus appellant Principal Skinner and the Silver State School Board. 
 
At court cases tonight, Nevada Boy State students are engaged in a case involving plaintiff Patricia 
Portnoy versus appellant Principal Skinner and the Silver State School Board. Patricia Portnoy was 
demoted of her position of chair of math department due to her opposition of the state board’s new math 
curriculum. Portnoy with her decades of math experience, however, argues that she has her first 
amendment right to say what her opinion is. The state board argues that her comments had 
inflammatory and malicious intent in response to their defense. The district attorney and assistant 
district attorney of each city appeared in front of their judges as either representing the plaintiff or 
appellant. Then, they proceeded to make five minute speeches arguing either in protection or to argue 
against Portnoy. The speeches’ info were then questioned by the judges listening to the speeches. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Let Chris Oh Make The Right Decision and Lead You The Right Way, 

Vote Chris Oh As Your Supreme Court Justice! 

 

 

 

 

 

Vote Mad (get it) Maxwell Feldman for your Supreme Court 

Justice, Let’s Bring Furious Passion to the Courts! 
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You will be able to advertise in every issue of The 
Statesman. Contact NBS & Associates or your City’s 

Communication Director for more information. 

 

boys’ State Checklist  

 Call a parent/guardian so they don’t worry  

 Talk to a legionnaire  

 Ask a question of a speaker  

 Score a point in sports  

 Ask Max about his tattoo  

 Do more push-ups than Noah (47)  

 Compare SAT scores  

 Run for an office  

 Beat Steven at arm-wrestling  

 Buy an ad in The Statesman  

 Take a shower  

 Have Daniel tell you his best joke  

 Beat Collin at Rock, Paper, Scissors  

 Drink a Red Bull  

 Be tired even after drinking said Red Bull  

Contributors 
Jonah is unable to join us today, 

so reporter Ryu will take the role of 
Chief Editor in his stead for today’s 
edition. As always, reporters Marc, 
Ben, Jacob, Alex, and Chris continue 
to work to inform you all here. 

What Does a Commander and 

A Lobbyist Have in Common? 

They make Nevada Boys’ State all the better! 

           

The staff at the newspaper would like to thank Commander 
Charles E. Schmidt of the American Legion (left) and Paul 
Enos (right) for taking time to come join all of us delegates 
at Nevada Boys’ State. Both men were wonderful in 
contributing to us delegates some excellent advice, 
wisdom, and knowledge that, regardless of opinions, we 
can all learn from. Mr. Schmidt spoke first, reminding us of 
the sacrifice of American veterans and the struggles they 
face off at war and, unfortunately, at home when they 
return. We all learned more about the American Legion 
and the love of country that we as American citizens 
should have. We thank Mr. Schmidt for his service and his 
time. In addition, Paul Inos informed us all of the world of 
lobbyists, the paths we can take in life, and some insights 
into the world of politics and special interests. We thank 
Mr. Inos for the time he took to expand the world views of 
all of us. 

- Ryu Yi, Martie 

 


